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MOOSE PAPER

INTRODUCTION

Littlemoose (LMOOSE) is a
decentralized community driven
deflationary token, first launched 10
June 2021 on Binance Smart Chain
(BSC). As LMOOSE is built on BSC
chain, this allow transactions to be
completed at a much faster speed.
lower fees and more energy efficient as
compared to Ethereum (ETH) chain.
LMOOSE has a high burn rate. The
contract owner burned 80%
immediately after launched. On top of
that 4% burned automatically and 6%
of auto reward to burn address after
each transaction. In addition the
manual burn in our schedule all
reduces the total circulation of the
tokens making it more valuable.
Furthermore, the initial LP was burned
permanently making it locked forever,
The ownership was also renounced not
long after launched,
Pancakeswap :
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?
outputCurrency=0x17d8C396a55D6c1c2
130EfC23f4936b56860Df9C
BSCScan :
https://bscscan.com/token/0x17d8c396
a55d6c1c2130efc23f4936b56860df9c

LMOOSE

INITIAL BURN OF 80%
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x4ffee4080ae92
da19de52eb4f047c1bfd0f0e7c6631cb890
579076b454d54324

LP BURNED PERMANENTLY

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x9b62540d4dbc
af0ce3e1cfcb991408babf16e34d7cb73651
9cabc37a527aff5e

OWNERSHIP RENOUNCED

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x0ea0f5194364d7
4c7ad65b0d55edda549cf0c299d9a89c021
60c1221779d85ff
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OUR STORY
Not long after LMOOSE launched, the
ownership was renounced. The first
developer (contract owner) left the
project in the early days and
management took over by an investor,
whom called himself the second
developer. Together, the community
has made LMOOSE growth exponential,
after reaching over 3,000 investors just
10 days after launch, Trustwallet and
TokenPocket logo was successfully
added.
Around the end of July 2021, the
second developer left the project. New
LMOOSE social media and groups were
created and run by a few volunteers to
continue the journey.
LMOOSE was reborn on 1 August 2021.
LMOOSE Development Foundation was
established on 5 August 2021. Global
leaders comprise of one head and two
deputy head were elected on 29
August 2021, and a work group was
formed soon after.
Unfortunately, both Foundation and
work group did not end well due to
lack of participation and the purpose of
Foundation was not for promotional
purposes and thus all funds were
refunded.

LMOOSE

Despite the tough journey LMOOSE
went through, the community remain
strong in unity.

“Everything originates
from LMOOSE,
everything depends on
LMOOSE, everything is
for LMOOSE, everything
returns to LMOOSE.”
From developer to investors that took
over, to changing of leaders over and
over until finally we now have a solid
team, starting from small that is
willing to volunteer. Starting from
around November 2021, the new team
took over. With new roadmap, website
and social media, LMOOSE continue to
grow strongly.
A new Foundation wallet was created
for promotional purposes needed in
this new LMOOSE journey.

FOUNDATION WALLET

0x03767D70808c5a959A80D0930b70792
b46727AdB
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OUR GOAL

THE BIG GOALS:
• When marketcap reaches $50
million, we will pay $20,000 to
help the charity that community
chose

• Create car racing game that
reaches to millions of people
around the world
• LMOOSE to be accepted and
recognised as a payment token
internationally
• Globally recognised marketplace

OUR MISSION IS TO:
Support and help those in need.
Everything we do goes back to this

“If you can't hold, you
won't be rich.”
—CZ Binance

core mission. We want to create a
product ecosystem on the
blockchain that can attract
participation of many from around
the globe to join us in this mission
together.
1. Develop technology
applications including game,
NFT, marketplace.
2. Use LMOOSE as payment
method in many occasions
(including tip payment)
3. Eventually to achieve
profitability to help LMOOSE
grow and donate to charity
4. Expand LMOOSE community to
many other countries
LMOOSE
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MEASURES
To work together
to connect
various resources
worldwide, to
carry out various
tasks, strengthen
publicity, expand
consensus and
work towards
common goal

VALUES

INVEST
LMOOSE
Here

LMOOSE

is

WHY
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OUR TEAM

The first developer launched
LMOOSE and renounced on the
launch date. He left the project with
the second developer who again left
it with the community couple of
months later. Now LMOOSE is fully
dependent on community.
Now we have a leader and a group of
members in the team that volunteer
to help in different areas.
We have designer, website developer
and other members of the
community that contribute in their
area of expertise. Moreover, the
community itself also help out in
ways they can to grow LMOOSE.

LMOOSE

Lmoose community are the team.
There is no developer, no owner but
leader, execution, support team and
ordinary members.

“Alone we can do so little;
together we can do so
much.”
The team is split into two groups, an
execution team and support team.
Execution team take up the main
role including working behind the
scene to make things happen.
Support team assist the execution
team in various ways.
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ROADMAP

GAME PLAN
Concept: Car racing game with LMOOSE as the base character. There will be multiple LMOOSE
characters to choose from, each with a different style and outfit. Choose from the characters
available and compete with each other in different scenes. During the race, there will be
obstructions including special items to be collected and used to attack opponents.
Steps:

LMOOSE
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PROTOCOL

4% Burn
6% Reward
The token has been created following the principles of tokenomics. It states that
for every transaction, a 10% fee is charged. 6% of the total collection is
redistributed to burn address and other holders, the remaining 4% goes to a dead
wallet. This means that your wallet keeps growing.

MOOSENOMICS

Total supply: 10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
Initial liquidity (Permanent): 1,950,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
Initial Burn: 8,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
Contract owner wallet: 50,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
*Note: Ownership renounced, and contract owner has sold almost all LMOOSE right
before community took over in August 2021.

LMOOSE
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THANK YOU

STAY UPDATED
HTTPS://T.ME/LMOOSEGLOBAL
HTTPS://T.ME/LMOOSEE
HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/LMOOSEOFFICIAL
HTTPS://LMOOSECOIN.COM

